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A B S T R A C T
S ca le  sep a ra tio n  e ffects  on  m ech a n ism s o f  b o u n d a ry  layer  
tu r b u len c e
by
Caleb Morrill Winter 
University of New Hampshire, December,, 2012
Correlations between specific velocity and vorticity components dictate how the 
distributions of mean momentum and turbulence kinetic energy are realized in the 
turbulent boundary layer. For turbulent inertia to remain dynamically significant 
at arbitrarily high Reynolds number, differences of these correlations must remain 
non-zero. This motivates the study of velocity vorticity products under the influence 
of increasing scale separation. Through the use of both laboratory and field data, 
scale separation between relevant velocity and vorticity components is shown to in­
crease with distance from the wall and Reynolds number. Time-delayed correlations 
between the vertical velocity and spanwise vorticity fluctuations reveal th a t only very 
slight variations in their average phase relation would cause significant variations in 
the mean transport of momentum. Spectral analyses are used to explore previous 
observations of scale selection between the participating velocity and vorticity com­
ponents. The wavelengths corresponding to the peaks in the relevant velocity and 
vorticity component spectra are used to describe scale separation effects. The varia­
tions in the wavelength ratios are shown to correlate with the scaling properties that
follow from the magnitude ordering of terms in the mean momentum equation. Scale 
separation is observed to arise via spatial confinement, and spatial dispersion. In 
the region where the mean viscous force is of leading order, the mechanism of vor­
tex stretching generates motions bearing concentrated vorticity that, with increasing 
Reynolds number, are confined to a smaller fraction of the viscous region flow volume. 
In the region where the mean dynamics are inertially dominated, the characteristic 
vortical motions are sparsely dispersed over a domain whose thickness asymptotically 
grows like the boundary layer thickness. In the region y+ <  40, the streamwise lengths 
of the correlations affiliated with turbulent inertia are seen to scale with the square 
root of the Reynolds number, while those affiliated with the gradient of turbulence 
kinetic energy axe seen to scale with the Reynolds number itself.
C H A P T E R  1 
IN T R O D U C T IO N
Empirical observations, physical models, and theoretical results collectively lead 
one to surmise th a t wall-turbulence comprises a range of differently sized eddies that 
undergo sequences of similar characteristic interactions having essential features that 
are continually repeated [Marusic et al. (2010),Klewicki (2010)]. Consideration of net 
effects over time scales th a t are large compared to the integral scales of the turbulence 
leads one to further surmise th a t ensembles of these similarly recurring interactions are 
largely responsible for the observed properties of the mean-flow. W ithin this context, 
the mechanisms of present interest are those that underlie the net effect of the inertia 
of the turbulence on the establishment of the mean momentum field, as well as those 
interactions that underlie the establishment of the turbulence kinetic energy profile. 
For statistically stationary flows, the variables of interest are described by unclosed 
transport equations whose boundary conditions are at least partially known. Thus, 
the mechanisms describing the variation of these quantities between their boundary 
values are of primary concern.
Herein we explore the nature by which the velocity and vorticity fields interact to 
effect mean transport in turbulent wall-flows. Both theory and measurements indicate 
that the relative size difference (scale separation) between the largest and smallest 
motions in a turbulent flow increases with increasing Reynolds num ber.' This phe­
nomenon is generically reflected in the relative disparity between the integral length 
scale and the Kolmogorov microscale as the Reynolds number becomes large. Con­
sistently, there is also an increasing disparity between the frequencies, wavenumbers,
1
2or wavelengths th a t respectively characterize the primary contributions to the spec­
tral intensities of the velocity and vorticity fluctuations. These are estimated, for 
example, by the wavelengths a t which the relevant pre-multiplied spectra a tta in  their 
maximum values.
This generic description has added complexity in the turbulent boundary layer. 
In wall-flows, the imposition of the wall boundary condition causes a spatial depen­
dence in the size distribution of the dynamically significant motions, with the smaller 
motions exhibiting an increasing prevalence as y  —» 0, where y = 0 denotes the plane 
of the wall. Thus, in the two-dimensional boundary layer the size distribution of the 
relevant motions varies as a function of both wall-normal position and Reynolds num­
ber. Little, however, is known about the relative size distribution of the characteristic 
vorticity and velocity field motions as <5+ becomes large.
It is well-established that the dynamically im portant motions a t least span the size 
range from the inner, 0 ( u / u T), to the outer, 0(<5), scales, where v  is the kinematic 
viscosity, uT =  y/rw/p  is the friction velocity (with t w  and p the mean wall shear 
stress and mass density, respectively), and S is the boundary layer thickness. The 
ratio of the outer length to inner length is given by
<s+ =  - 7— , (1 .1 )
V / U r
and thus the overall scale separation is directly reflected by the boundary layer 
Reynolds number. Herein we adopt the standard convention th a t a  superscript +  
denotes normalization by inner variables.
Owing to considerations of both fundamental and technological importance, the 
study of Reynolds number dependence is a long-standing focus of turbulent boundary 
layer research. Many studies have revealed th a t the wall-normal profiles of the velocity 
fluctuation variances exhibit variations with increasing <5+ , [Klewicki (2010),Marusic
et al. (2010)] e.g., see Figs. 2-la,b. Given this, we seek to better understand the mech­
anisms underlying the variation of the relevant profile in the wall-normal direction, y. 
These mechanisms are influenced by variations in <5+ through their sensitivity to the 
increasing relative differences in the frequency or wavelength ranges of the velocity 
and vorticity field motions tha t determine their behaviors.
The issues just outlined motivate investigation of the influences of scale separation 
on the mechanisms associated with the net time-averaged effect(s) of turbulent inertia, 
as turbulent inertia drives the establishment of the mean momentum profile. Such 
considerations also motivate the similar study of the interactions th a t underlie the 
cross-stream variation of turbulence kinetic energy. Both of these are related to the 
difference of correlations between velocity and vorticity components, and thus these 
correlations are influenced by the increasing scale separation between their constituent 
components as S+ gets larger.
1.1 R elev a n t V e lo c ity  and  V o rtic ity  F ie ld  In tera c tio n s
Studies into the mechanisms by which the turbulence in the boundary layer estab­
lishes the distributions of mean momentum and turbulence kinetic energy are usefully 
guided by the tensor identity [Klewicki (1989a),Lele (1992),Eyink (2008)]
duTui 1 duTu7
= ~ ± r -  (L 2>
Setting i =  1 in (1.2) yields
duv  ________   1 d(v2 + w 2 — u2)—  + - --------------------- . (1.3)
Lower case letters denote zero-mean fluctuations (e.g., u, v  and w , respectively denote 
the fluctuating streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise velocity components), upper 
case letters or an overbar (or angle bracket) signify mean quantities, and variants
4of u  denote vorticity, with the component direction denoted by the subscript. In
fully developed planar channel flow the streamwise gradient term in (1.3) is zero. For
the two-dimensional boundary layer this term  is non-zero but much smaller than the 
velocity vorticity terms, and becomes even smaller with increasing 5+. Thus,
duv  ___   . .
 —  =  VUJZ -  WUJy (1.4)
dy
holds to within the boundary layer approximation. As discussed further below, the 
difference of velocity vorticity correlations in (1.4) constitutes the mean effect of 
turbulent inertia in the differential statem ent of mean dynamics. Setting i =  2 in 
(1.2) and neglecting-terms involving streamwise gradients yields




( 1 .6 )
dy dy
where q is the turbulence kinetic energy. Thus, the wall-normal variation of q is 
largely dictated by the difference of the velocity vorticity correlations appearing in
( 1.6 ).
The interactions between the velocity and vorticity components appearing in (1.4) 
and (1.6) are the central focus of the present investigation. Given this, a useful 
context is provided by describing the connections between the properties associated 
with the balance of terms in the mean momentum equation, the Reynolds number 
scalings affiliated with these properties, the theory th a t describes these properties, 
and observations th a t connect these properties to the development of the q profile.
51.2 D e sc r ip tio n  o f  M ea n  D y n a m ic s
For the flat plate turbulent boundary layer, the appropriately simplified form of 
the mean momentum equation contains three mechanistically distinct terms. The 
inertia of the mean flow (MI) and the mean effect of turbulent inertia (TI) appear on 
the left of (1.7), and the mean viscous force (VF) appears on the right. (Note that 
for consistency with previous publications we employ T  =  —puv.) In (1.7) the TI 
term is atypically positioned on the left. This is done to emphasize th a t it is not a 
stress divergence. Rather, it stems from the advective accelerations associated with 
a time-rate-of-change of momentum, and thus is more aptly described as the mean 
effect of turbulent inertia.
At each position within the boundary layer, the terms in (1.7) must balance. Not 
all terms, however, have leading order importance throughout the boundary layer. An 
understanding of the mean dynamics therefore requires a  knowledge of the relative 
magnitudes or magnitude ordering of the terms at different positions across the layer. 
As first illustrated by Wei et al., [Wei et al. (2005)] the magnitude ordering of terms 
can be revealed by taking the ratio of the V F and TI terms. The resulting structure 
is schematically depicted in Fig. 1-1.
Given (1.7), a  non-trivial balance can only occur in the case of either two or 
three co-dominant, terms. This balance is attained according to a different ordering 
in each of four layers: layer I, |MI| ~  |VF| |TI|; layer II, |VFj ~  |TI| |MI|; 
layer III |MI| ~  |VF| ~  |TI|; layer IV, |MI| ~  |TI| »  |VF|. T h e  Reynolds number 
dependencies associated with the four layer regime are im portant to understanding 
the present analyses, and thus these are summarized in Table 1.1. The magnitude 







F ig u re  1-1. Sketch of the ratio of the mean viscous force (VF) to the mean effect 
of turbulent inertia (TI) in turbulent wall-bounded flows. Schematic is for a fixed 
Reynolds number. Note that layer I in the zero pressure gradient turbulent boundary 
layer (dotted line in layer I) is different from th a t of channel and pipe flow in th a t in 
this case all of the terms in the time averaged momentum equation approach zero as
y  -> 0.
edge of layer III the VF term is no longer dominant in (1.7). Consequently, for all 
y  greater than this position the mean dynamics are dominated by the inertial terms. 
As indicated by the sketch of Fig. 1-1 and the scalings of Table 1.1, this position is 
located about 0 .6y/i '8/uT beyond the wall-normal position, y where T + =  —uv+ 
reaches its maximum value, or equivalently, the outer edge of layer III, which is 
located at y+ ~  2.6y/6+ from the wall. Analysis, supported by existing empirical 
evidence indicates that this holds for all d+ . Quantitatively, the scalings of Table 1.1 
indicate that layer III is nominally centered about Numerous studies have shown 
y+ =  A\/d+, with A ~  1.9 [Long & Chen (1981),Afzal (1982),Sreenivasan & Sahay 
(1997), Wei et al. (2005)].
The four layer structure depicted in Fig. 1-1 also exists in fully developed pipe 
and channel flow. Boundary layer flows, however, exhibit significant differences in
7Table 1.1. Scaling behaviors of the layer thicknesses and velocity increments as­
sociated with the mean momentum equation, see Fig. 1-1. Note th a t the layer IV 
properties are asymptotically attained as <5+ -> oo. Note also th a t existing evidence 
indicates th a t layer I is thinner in boundary layers than in pipes or channels. Thus, 
its thickness and velocity increment are both indicated to be < 3.
Physical layer A y  increment A U increment
I 0 ( u / u r ) (<  3) 0 ( ut) (< 3)
II 0 ( y / u S / u T) ( — 1.6) OiUoo) (~  0.5)
III 0 ( ^ / v d / u r ) (~  1.0) 0(Ut) ( a  1)
IV 0(8)  ( ^ 1 ) O(tfoo) (-> 0.5)
the way this structure emerges at low (5+ . For example, the four layer regime is first 
realized a t S+ ~  180 in fully developed pipe and channel flows, but is not established 
until <5+ ~  360 in the flat plate boundary layer [Elsnab et al. (2011), Klewicki et 
al. (2011), Klewicki et al. (2012)]. The magnitude ordering of terms associated with 
the four layer regime exists for all higher <5+ , and these relative magnitudes become 
more disparate as <5+ —> oo. As a consequence, the scaling behaviors associated with 
this regime are more definitively realized as <5+ —> oo [Fife et al. (2009)].
TI passes through zero at y+ and thus, if interpreted as a force, this term  acts 
like a momentum source for y+ <  y+ and a momentum sink for y + > [Klewicki 
et al. (2007)]. The positions of the peak values of the TI profile (inner positive 
at ypi, outer negative at ypo) have been shown to bound a continuous hierarchy of 
scaling layers [Fife et al. (2005)]. Collectively, this hierarchy of layers is called the 
Lp hierarchy. The defining attribute of the Lp hierarchy is that from layer-to-layer 
the mean dynamics attain  approximate self-similarity at any finite 5+, and approach 
exact self-similarity as —>• oo. This attribute stems from the fact th a t on each of 
the layers (1.7) formally admits the same invariant form. At any given wall-normal 
location, this invariant form is attained by employing the local width, W ( y +), of the 
Lp layer on the hierarchy [Fife et al. (2009)].
8Self-similar mean dynamics are attained on the hierarchy as a function of scale. 
Physically, this self-similarity reflects how the differing scales of motion, on average, 
cause a balance breaking and exchange of forces across each layer of the hierarchy. This 
is clarified by recognizing that layer III in Fig. 1-1 results from the ensemble average of 
all of the layers on the hierarchy. As a result, layer III is centered about the geometric 
mean of the upper and lower bounds of the hierarchy, and the width of layer III is the 
geometric mean of the minimum and maximum W (y +) values [Klewicki et al. (2011)]. 
Layer III is therefore precisely identified as the Lp layer centered about ?/+, e.g., see 
refs. 11 and 15. Fig. 1-1 shows th a t the balance breaking and exchange of mean forces 
across layer III is associated with the VF term  losing leading order importance from 
layer II to layer IV. On average, this same process occurs as a function of scale across 
every layer on the hierarchy [Fife et al. (2009)].
The properties of the Lp hierarchy are indicative of approximately self-similar 
behaviors in the slope and curvature of the T +{y+) profile, with the accuracy of 
the approximation improving as <5+ —> oo [Fife et al. (2005), Fife et al. (2009)]. The 
position of the Lp hierarchy relative to the properties of the T + and d T +/ d y + profiles 
is shown for a low 5+ boundary layer in Fig. 1-2. As indicated, the inner peak in 
the TI profile (inflection in T + from upward to downward curvature) is located at 
~  7, and the outer peak in the TI profile (inflection in T + from downward to 
upward curvature) is located a t ypo/S ~  0.5.
A primary property of the Lp hierarchy is its inner-normalized layer width distri­
bution, W ( y +). For turbulent wall-flows in general, W  (y+) is given by the order of 
magnitude estimate,
W(y+)=O(0-'/2), ( 1 .8 )
9where (3 is a small parameter related to the decay rate of TI [Fife et al. (2005)]. The 
parameter /? is used to transform T +. This allows the mean dynamical equation to be 
written in a single invariant form on each Lp layer, and exposes the scale-dependencies 
underlying the self-similar dynamics on the hierarchy [Fife et al. (2009)]. For the 
boundary layer, the balance of (1.7) dictates th a t the estimate for the parameter 
/? is influenced by the mean inertia profile, which is a non-simple function of <5+ 
and y+ [Klewicki et al. (2011)]. This is distinct from the pipe or channel, since in 
these cases the analogous inner-normalized pressure gradient term  has a constant 
magnitude th a t is directly proportional to <5+ . For a sub-domain on the hierarchy, 
W{y+) asymptotically scales linearly with distance from the wall, i.e., d W /d y+ = 
A/2 =  constant. Thus, this attribute of the overall theory constitutes a well-founded 
explanation for why the often assumed distance from the wall scaling is operative [Fife 
et al. (2005),Fife et al. (2009),Klewicki et al. (2009)]. Over the part of the hierarchy 
closer to the wall, existing evidence suggests th a t W ( y +) is a universal function of 
V+-
The structure shown in Fig. 1-2 has significance relative to describing Reynolds 
number dependences, and the attendant scale separation. Namely, transitional regime 
data provide evidence th a t the hierarchical structure comes into being via the spread 
of turbulent inertia from an interior zone toward the periphery of the flow, i.e., si­
multaneously toward the wall and the freestream. As a consequence, the inner and 
outer lengths of (1.1) attain  relevance to scaling boundary layer statistics only after 
the smallest and largest length scales of the hierarchy (Wmin and Wmnx, respectively) 
become constrained by the boundary conditions [Klewicki et al. (2011)]. Increases in 
Reynolds number are then marked by the broadening of the hierarchy such th a t it 
always spans the length scale range from 0 ( v / u T) to O(S). W ith increasing 8+ the
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F ig u re  1-2. Position of the Lp hierarchy in relation to the profiles of — uv+ (solid 
line) and —dwi+/ d y + (dashed line). Note th a t the Reynolds stress gradient profile 
is multiplied by a factor of ten for clarity. D ata are from the d+ =  367 boundary 
layer of Wu and Moin [Wu and Moin (2009)]. Figure is adapted from Klewicki et 
al. [Klewicki et al. (2011)].
dynamics on an interior domain become increasingly independent of the boundary 
constraints.
The theoretical description just given is distinct from ones th a t attach the dy­
namics of the interior domain to inner and outer functions that, for all 5+ , are taken 
to be simultaneously valid (overlap) on the interior domain [Fife et al. (2009)]. On 
the other hand, the expanding layer hierarchy affiliated with increasing d+ exhibits 
remarkable consistency with phenomenologies originating from Townsend’s attached- 
eddy description of wall-turbulence [Townsend (1976), Perry & Chong (1982), Perry 
& Marusic (1995)].
1.3 T u rb u len ce  K in e tic  E n erg y  C o n sid era tio n s
The analysis methods used to determine the properties of (1.7) outlined above 
are not as easily applied to the problem of the turbulence kinetic energy distribution. 
This is because the underlying transport equation describing q+{y+) is more complex
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than (1.7). A number of empirical studies, however, provide insights regarding the 
factors influencing the properties of the q+(y+) profile (e.g., see ref. 1 and the ref­
erences therein). Owing a t least partly to the simplicity of its measurement, much 
attention has been paid to quantifying the <5+ dependence of u2+. This quantity 
is the dominant contributor to q+, and its transport equation contains the primary 
turbulence production term th a t also appears in the transport equation for q+. Evi­
dence from well-resolved laboratory and field da ta  indicates that the near-wall peak 
in the boundary layer u2+ profile (located near y + =  15) increases with increasing 
<5+ [Klewicki (2010)]. While a logarithmic fit of existing \ / u2+ da ta  convincingly 
reveals a dependence, [Metzger & Klewicki (2001)] a logarithmic fit of u2+ itself 
does so as well, while also finding phenomenological support via the attached-eddy 
model [Perry & Chong (1982),Perry & Marusic (1995)]. Empirical analyses suggest 
that the 5+ dependence in the vicinity of the near-wall profile peak can be removed 
by using the mixed normalization u2+/(f /00uT) [DeGraaff & Eaton (2000)]. A cogent 
theoretical explanation for this observation has, however, yet to be fully formulated.
Farther away from the wall, there is some evidence (including the <5+ ~  8.9 x lO5 
data herein) th a t a so-called outer peak appears in the boundary layer u2+ profile. 
Data scatter and sensor resolution effects, however, render definitive conclusions pre­
mature. W hether or not there emerges an outer peak in the u2+ profile, there is 
compelling evidence that, with increasing <5+ , the underlying spectrum  develops a 
peak much farther from the wall than the y + ~  15 position of the spectral peak affil­
iated with the near-wall maximum of u2+. The streamwise wavelength of this “outer 
peak” is observed to be as large as about 6d [Hutchins & Marusic (2007)].
The position of this spectral peak and the associated physics appear to correlate 
with the structure of Fig. 1-1, as well as the underlying L@ layer hierarchy. For
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example, the position where this peak is most prominent is well-approximated by the 
equation
(1.9)
with B  ~  3. Similarly, recent evidence indicates th a t the meandering “superstruc­
tures” found in the region where the mean profile is logarithmic have a clear mod­
ulating influence on the smaller scale energetic motions near the wall [Mathis et al. 
(2009a),Mathis et al. (2009b)]. The analysis of Mathis et al [Mathis et al. (2009a)]. 
indicates th a t the zero-crossing of the modulation correlation coefficient occurs near 
the center of the logarithmic layer, y+ ~  \/l5<5+ ~  3.9\/5+, if one assumes that, 
independent of d'+ , the logarithmic layer extends from y + ~  100 to y /6  ~  0.15.
There are reasons to consider refinements to this estimate. A fit of the data 
that Mathis et al. present is well-approximated by (1.9), but with B  ~  3.1. Re­
cent empirical evidence and the analyses associated with section 1.2 indicate that 
the lower bound of the region where a logarithmic mean profile first appears moves 
outward in y + units with increasing 5+ [Wei et al. (2005),Nagib et al. (2007), Fife 
et al. (2009)]. According to this theory, logarithmic behavior (approximate or exact) 
is attained when W ( y +) becomes linear (approximately or exactly). W ith increasing 
(post-transitional) Reynolds number, this condition is first attained on an interior 
sub-domain of the Lp layer hierarchy. This sub-domain starts near the outer edge 
of layer III (y+ ~  2.6V/5+), and ends interior to the upper bound of the hierarchy 
(y/5 ~  0.5) [Klewicki et al. (2009),Elsnab et al. (2011),Klewicki et al. (2011),Klewicki 
et al. (2012)]. Figure 1-2 shows th a t the extent of this sub-domain is small at low d+. 
Physically, this sub-domain of the hierarchy is where the mean dynamics are domi­
nated by the inertial mechanisms in (1.7), and thus its existence is consonant with the 
classical notion of the logarithmic layer constituting an inertial sublayer in physical
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space [Tennekes & Lumley (1972), Klewicki et al. (2007)]. This theoretically based 
prescription for the onset of the logarithmic layer has intriguing consistency with the 
recent support for the prediction of Townsend tha t, with increasing S+ , a logarithmic 
dependence in the u2+ profile emerges over the same spatial domain where the U+ 
profile also best approximates a logarithmic function [Smits et al. (2011)]. Thus, in 
contrast to being located at the center of the logarithmic layer, these analyses iden­
tify the modulation zero-crossing with the lowest portion of the inertial layer where 
a logarithmic U+(y+) first emerges.
A description of the so-called inner/outer interaction th a t is founded in the analy­
sis of (1.7) also has apparent correlation with the superstructure modulation of shear 
stress fluctuations. The dynamical structure of Fig. 1-1 leads one to surmise that, on 
average, the inner/outer interaction occurs across layer III, with the inertially dom­
inated motions in layer IV communicating with the highly vortical motions in layer 
II [Klewicki et al. (2007)]. Experiments a t 8+ =  12424 th a t measured the streamwise 
velocity profile conditioned on the presence of low frequency negative and positive 
wall shear stress fluctuations indicate th a t the conditional mean profiles at zero time 
delay exhibit maximal excursion from the long-time mean profile at y+ /y/5+ ~  2.6, 
while the correlation with the conditional criteria (based upon the fluctuating wall 
shear stress), is lost for y /5  >  0.5 [Hutchins et al. (2011)]. An annotated version of 
their result is shown in Fig. 1-3. As described above, the positions y +/V8+  ~  2.6 and 
y /5  ~  0.5 bound the sub-domain on the Lp hierarchy where a logarithmic U+(y+) 
first emerges. Physically, the results of Fig. 1-3 suggest that the inertial eddies (su­
perstructures) in the lowest portion of layer IV modulate a local equilibrium flow for 
y /y /i /S /u r  <  2.6. Collectively, these and the above observations motivate examina­
tion of the present data  relative to the layer boundaries of Fig. 1-1, as well as other 








Figure 1-3. Properties of the streamwise velocity profiles conditioned on high (triangle 
up) and low (triagle down) wall shear stress events (circles show the long time mean) at 
A+ =  12424: (a) difference between the conditional and mean profiles, (b) conditional 
profiles normalized by the conditional uT. Adapted from Hutchins et al. [Hutchins et al. 
(2011)]. For consistency with other studies, their estimate for 5+ has been converted to
1.4  C h a ra cter istic  In te r a c tio n s
Equation 1.2 has use in the study of Reynolds number dependence. All reliable 
evidence indicates that the mechanism of turbulent inertia in (1.7) is not only impor­
tan t at any given (post-transitional) <5+ , but increases in significance as <5+ —> oo. On 
the other hand, (1.4) broadly indicates th a t the efficacy of this mechanism is dictated 
by a nonzero difference of correlations in (1.3) and (1.5) as <5+ —» oo. Thus, questions 
arise regarding how this occurs as the wavelengths characteristic of the contributing 
velocity and vorticity components become increasingly dissimilar.
Characteristic spectral interactions are clarified by considering the sketch of Fig. 1-
4. In this figure, the pre-multiplied spectra of the pertinent velocity and vorticity 
components are represented by ^  and respectively. For the present analyses, 
the peak in any given spectrum is used to nominally identify the characteristic fre­
quency or wavelength. One way to quantify the net scale separation is the wavelength 
difference between the peak values of and fEC,. A second way is to form the ratio, 





















Under the condition Xu Xw (say greater than about one decade) their difference 
approaches a constant value, ~  Au. Their ratio, however, continues to proportionally 
reveal increasing scale separation. For this reason, the analyses herein employ the 
wavelength ratio.
Two different pre-multiplied co-spectra are also depicted in Fig. 1-4. Recall that 
the wavelength integral of the co-spectrum is equal to the correlation between the 
two variables. For the indicated scale separation, it is rational to expect the as­
sociated pre-multiplied co-spectrum to predominantly concentrate in a wavelength 
range common to the participating velocity and vorticity components. This expec­
tation, depicted by the pre-multiplied co-spectra, A1; follows from the notion th a t 
the most vigorous interactions occur between motions having similar characteristic 
wavelengths. Priyadarshana et al [Priyadarshana et al. (2007)]. provide evidence, 
however, th a t the net correlation is often (perhaps generically) produced by a scale 
selection concentrated in a wavelength range near the peak of or 4^,, or both. 
Thus, for example, the sketch of A2 depicts a  scale selection associated with the dom­
inant wavelengths of and 4^. The increasing scale separation with increasing y + 
and <5+ discussed above motivates investigation of scale selection sensitivities to both 
distance from the wall and Reynolds number.
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scale separation
Figure 1-4. Sketches of the pre-multiplied wavelength spectra representative of 
velocity and vorticity components, \ku and 'kw, respectively. Ai exemplifies a 
co-spectrum associated with interactions primarily involving the wavelength range 
shared by 'ktt and ^ w. A2 exemplifies a co-spectrum associated with interactions re­
sulting from scale selections occurring in wavelength ranges centered about the peak 
values of \ku and VIA)-
C H A P T E R  2 
E X P E R IM E N T A L  C O N S ID E R A T IO N S
2.1 D a ta  S e ts  E m p loyed
The present study utilizes low Reynolds number data  from well-resolved labo­
ratory measurements over the range 375 < < 1,500. These are supplemented
with high Reynolds number da ta  (5+ ~  8.9 x 105) tha t were acquired under near­
neutral thermal stratification in the atmospheric surface layer that flows over the salt 
playa at the Surface Layer Turbulence and Environmental Science Test (SLTEST) 
facility in western Utah [Klewicki et al. (1995), Klewicki et al. (1998), Metzger & 
Klewicki (2001)]. The laboratory da ta  are derived from four-element hotwire sen­
sor measurements acquired in a  low speed, zero pressure gradient, boundary layer 
flow th a t developed over fetch of about a 16m [Klewicki (1989a), Klewicki & Falco 
(1990), Klewicki & Falco (1996)]. The field da ta  were acquired using a  six-element 
hotwire sensor described in the studies by Priyadarshana et al. [Priyadarshana & 
Klewicki (2004), Priyadarshana et al. (2007)]. In both cases, the sensors provided 
time-resolved measurements of the streamwise and wall-normal velocity components 
(u = U + u and v =  V  +  v, respectively), along with the spanwise (z ) component of 
the fluctuating vorticity, uiz = d v /d x  — du/dy.
A summary of the experiment parameters is given in Table 2.1. The low Reynolds 
number measurements span wall-normal locations from y+ ~  5, to y /S  ~  1. The 
high Reynolds number data span the domain 200 < y+ <  4,000, and thus this only 
covers a very small fraction of the overall flow width (0.00023 <  y /8  <  0.0045).
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Relative to the layer scalings of Table 1.1, however, the range is 0.21 < y /  \J v 5 /u T < 
4.25, which is significant since it begins in the middle of layer II and ends in the 
lowest portion of layer IV. As indicated, the low experiments were conducted over 
an aerodynamically smooth surface, while the high data were acquired over a
o
surface having an equivalent sand grain roughness of 25 <  k+ <  50 [Priyadarshana 
& Klewicki (2004)]. Based upon comparisons with d a ta  having similar and much 
larger k + values at both high and low 6+, one can safely conclude th a t the observed 
differences between the present high and low <5+ data almost entirely result from 
Reynolds number effects; with any roughness influences embedded within the high 
<5+ data  scatter [Priyadarshana et al. (2007)].
The low (i)+ measurements are normalized with a friction velocity estimated from 
a Clauser plot, while at high uT was found using a 2.4m diameter floating-element 
drag plate [Klewicki & Falco (1990), Sadr & Klewicki (2000)]. Turbulence measure­
ments, and especially those affiliated with velocity gradients, are sensitive to spa­
tial and temporal resolution effects [Johansson & Alfredsson (1983),Klewicki & Falco 
(1990), Antonia et al. (1993),Hutchins et al. (2009)]. Since the present measurements 
were all acquired at low speeds (U < 5m /s), the frequency content of the signals never 
exceeded 4kHz. Thus, the temporal resolution requirements were readily met by the 
constant tem perature anemometry circuits and d a ta  acquisition equipment [Klewicki 
& Falco (1990),Priyadarshana &; Klewicki (2004)]. Similarly, the l+ entries in Table
2.1 indicate that the sensor spatial resolution pertaining to the u  and v measurements 
was also very good -  ranging between l+ =  2 a t 5+ =  375 to l+ =  11 a t ~  8.9 x 105. 
As demonstrated in Figs. 2-la,b, the present inner-normalized streamwise and wall- 
normal velocity intensities exhibit Reynolds number trends that are known to become 
apparent when sensors of sufficient spatial resolution are employed [Klewicki (2010)]. 
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Figure 2-1. Inner-normalized velocity intensities of the present study, (a) streamwise 
intensities, (b) wall-normal intensities. Near-wall u'+ da ta  at S+ ~  1 x 106 are from 
the study of Metzger and Klewicki [Metzger & Klewicki (2001)].
creasing <5+ , as well as the broader extent of the plateau about the maximum in the 
v'+profile. At high Reynolds number the present u'+ profile exhibits a hint of an 
outer peak located near y + =  2,400, or equivalently y+/ v /5+ =  2.55. In connection 
with these data, it has also been previously shown that the increasing u,+ and v/+ 
values underlie an approximately logarithmic reduction in the correlation coefficient, 
uv/u'v ',  with increasing <5+ [Priyadarshana & Klewicki (2004)].
The sensor spacing in the four-element probe, Ay +, associated with the estimation 
of d u /d y  is also equal to l+. From low Reynolds number wind tunnel experiments 
it is expected tha t a Ay + =  7.2 spacing will cause an attenuation of less than 5% 
when compared to a sensor with a spacing of Ay + =  2.0 [Klewicki & Falco (1990)]. 
Folz and Wallace studied this issue relative to measurements in the atmospheric 
surface layer [Folz & Wallace (2009)]. They found th a t a wire spacing of about 
2tx7] (where y — (v3/e ) 1^ 4 is the Kolmogoroff microscale, and e is the turbulence 
dissipation rate) yields minimal derivative signal attenuation, and simultaneously 
minimizes the adverse effects of signal noise [Klewicki & Falco (1990), Antonia et al. 
(1993)]. In the six-element sensor Ay + ~  3Z+ ~  33. Based upon the y  estimates
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Figure 2-2. Inner-normalized spanwise vorticity intensities from the da ta  sets em­
ployed in the present study, as well as the inner-normalized near-wall d u /d y  intensities 
a t 6+ ~  1 x 106 from the study of Metzger and Klewicki [Metzger &; Klewicki (2001)].
o
Table 2.1. Parameters associated with the present experimental da ta  sets. Note 
that average values are given for the c)+ =  8.9 x 105 da ta  set, while analyses of the. 
individual signals used the ur value affiliated with th a t signal.
(5+ uT (m/s) v m2/s k+ /+ A y +
375 0.0282 1.50 x 10"5 Smooth 2.0 2.0
970 0.0707 1.50 x 10"5 Smooth 4.3 4.3
1,500 0.1125 1.50 x 10^5 Smooth 7.2 7.2
8.9 x 105 0.1962 1.85 x 10~5 2 5 - 5 0 11 33
of Priyadarshana et al., [Priyadarshana et al. (2007)] this spacing ranged between 
4 <  A y /7/ <  13, or equivalently between about 0.6 and 2.2 times the criteria given 
by Folz and Wallace. Thus, the instantaneous d u /d y  signals derived from this sensor 
are expected to exhibit some attenuation, especially for positions closer to the wall. 
This expectation is supported by Fig. 2-2, which shows th a t the <5+ ~  8.9 x 105 data  
are detectably below the laboratory profiles for y+ < 300.
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2.2 S p ectra l A n a ly s is
Spectral representations and measurements are employed throughout the follow­
ing da ta  analysis. The premultiplied spectra and cospectra presented herein were 
computed using methods similar to those described by Priyadarshan and Klewicki 
[Priyadarshana & Klewicki (2004)]. The signal was divided into windows prior to 
computing the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The durations of the FFT  windows, 
as quantified in viscous time scales were 154.1, 154.9, 196.2, and 143.6 for 6+ = 375, 
970, 1500, and ~  8.9 x 105, respectively. The Welch averaging method was used. This 
method splits the data into overlapping segments of the signal windowing size, com­
putes periodograms of the segments, and then ensemble averages the periodograms 
to get the spectral estimate. A Hamming window equal the signal-window was used 
to reduce spectral leakage. A Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter was employed in order 
to better estimate the wavelengths associated with the peaks in the pre-multiplied 
spectra. Visual inspections verified th a t these smoothed spectra faithfully tracked the 
un-smoothed spectra. The Savitzky-Golay filtering window ranged between 0.05—0.21 
viscous time scales, depending on the wall-normal position and Reynolds number, and 
a quadratic fit was used as the smoothing polynomial. The spectra and cospectra were 
normalized by their respective variances. A third order polynomial regression fit to 
the spectra was made in the vicinity of the spectral peak. This curve-fit extended over 
those wavelengths corresponding to spectral values that exceeded an 85% threshold 
of the maximum spectral value. The wavelength corresponding to the location of the 
spectral peak value was then estimated by the location where slope of the fit was 
zero. In the scale-selection analysis down-sampling of between 3 — 21 times less than 
the sampling frequency was used to better resolve spectral curvature at large wave­
lengths. Down-sampling was preferred over a more extreme Savitzky-Golay filtering 
window because it did not produce any identifiable distortion to the spectra.
VC H A P T E R  3 
R E S U L T S
The following data  presentation first explores the spatial structure of the relevant 
velocity and vorticity component interactions. The properties of the velocity and 
vorticity spectra and their associated co-spectra are then analyzed to clarify the 
effects of the scale selection and scale separation phenomena discussed above.
3.1  C o rre la tio n  S tru c tu re
3.1.1 Zero Lag C orrelation Profiles
A useful context is established by first presenting the inner-normalized profiles of 
the zero time-delay correlations between v and ojz and u  and toz . These profiles, some 
of which have been presented in previous publications, [Klewicki (1989a), Priyadar­
shana et al. (2007)] are shown in Figs. 3-la,b, respectively.
The low <5+ v u f  correlations of Fig. 3 -la  are positive interior to y + <  15, but then 
display negative values for all greater y+ positions in the boundary layer. Measure­
ments by Ragagopalan and Antonia a t 5+ ~  500 are consistent with these, including 
the observed Reynolds number dependence [Ragagopaln & Antonia (1993)]. The pro­
files of Fig. 3-la  exhibit a  clear <S+ dependence for y+ > 20. Namely, the maximum 
magnitude of the negative portion is a strongly decreasing function of Reynolds num­
ber, with the position of the maximum peak apparently moving outward with <5+. 
A study of the evolution of the balance expressed by the mean momentum equation 
through the transitional regime reveals that, prior to and early within the four layer
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regime, the TI and MI terms in (1.7) are rapidly changing functions of <5+ in the outer 
region [Klewicki et al. (2011)]. (Recall th a t the 8+ =  375 flow is barely within the 
four layer regime.) These changes are affiliated with the diminishing influence of the 
VF term, and the establishment of TI and MI as the two dominant terms in layer IV.
Equation 1.3 connects these observed changes to the v u f  profiles of Fig. 3-la. 
Relative to the structure of the Lp layer width distribution, W (y +), it also is po­
tentially significant to note that the negative peak in each of the low profiles of 
Fig. 3 -la  approximately corresponds with the position of Wmax, y /5  ~  0.5. Unlike 
the profile at 5+ =  375, however, those a t <5+ =  970 and 1,500 also have a different 
shape in the interior of the flow -  exhibiting a subtle peak that apparently moves 
outward with Reynolds number at a rate intermediate to  inner and outer scaling. At
=  375 there is minimal scale separation. Therefore, the features exhibited by the 
higher 8+ laboratory d a ta  are affiliated with a fuller realization of the Lp hierarchy. 
(Recall that, for any given <5+, W (y +) spans 0 ( u /u T) to 0(5)  over a domain that 
spans 0 ( v / u T) to  0(£).) Furthermore, by recalling th a t the t)+ ~  8.9 x 105 data 
are nominally centered about it becomes apparent th a t the shape of the profile 
segment described by these data  is also consistent with the trend exhibited by the 
5+ =  970 and 1,500 profiles in the vicinity of their respective Regarding these 
data, note that a  sign error was discovered since there original presentation, and thus 
their ensemble averaged representations in Priyadarshana et al. [Priyadarshana et al. 
(2007)] have the opposite sign.
The most distinctive feature of the uu~/ profiles of Fig. 3-lb is the negative peak 
value near the edge of layer I (y + ~  5). This peak attains a magnitude of approxi­
mately 0.65, which is about ten times larger than the positive near-wall peak displayed 
by the vujf profile of Fig. 3-la. The physical reason for this peak is the increasingly 
perfect anti-correlation between u(t) and u z(t) as the no-slip wall a t y + = 0 is ap-
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Figure 3-1. Inner-normalized profiles of the zero time-delay correlation between, (a) 
v and u z, and (b) u and uiz.
proached [Klewicki (1989a)]. Examination of the corresponding correlation coefficient, 
wDz/ u'(jj'z., indicates a very similar profile shape, except th a t it continues to approach 
— 1 as y+ —> 0 [Klewicki (1989b),Ragagopaln & Antonia (1993)]. Equation 1.5 reveals 
that this highly negative correlation largely underlies the rapid near-wall rise in q: 
thus indicating th a t this feature of wall-turb.ulence is an essentially unavoidable con­
sequence of the constraints imposed on the velocity and vorticity fields by a no-slip 
wall [Klewicki (1998)].
The profiles pass through zero at y+ ~  15, i.e., near the peak in u'+. For greater 
y+ , close examination reveals that all of the profiles exhibit slightly positive values. 
(The bulk of the 5+ ~  8.9 x 105 da ta  are positive, but with a few of the points in 
the ensemble falling below zero.) While, these positive values are small relative to 
the large negative peak near the wall, they are of the same order of the outer region 
vlJ+ data of Fig. 3 -la  [Klewicki (1989a)]. Their physical significance is revealed by 
(1.5), indicating th a t the decay of q (negative dq/dy)  is effectively determined by 
the difference, woo+ — u u ^ . It thus becomes apparent th a t the physics determining 
the existence (or nonexistence) of the so-called “outer peak” in the q{y+) profile are 
embodied in the velocity and vorticity field interactions underlying these correlations.
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In this regard, note th a t the laboratory moz+ profiles exhibit a dependence beyond 
y+ ~  15.
3.1.2 Stream w ise C orrelation Structure
As discussed in section 1.2, the length scale distribution (layer width distribution) 
tha t allows (1.7) to be written in a single invariant form on each layer of the Lp 
hierarchy is directly related to the decay rate of TI across the Lp hierarchy. These facts 
underlie the oc /^ 5 u / u r scaling of the widths of layers II and III (see Table 1.1). They 
are also physically relevant to the mean dynamics since, for example, the VF term  in
(1.7) is of leading order interior to layer IV in Fig. 1-1, i.e., up to y + ~  2.6y/8+. Recall 
that this location also has relevance to the distribution of turbulence kinetic energy 
since it nominally coincides with the outer spectral peak of '5U, and simultaneously, 
where the correlation coefficient quantifying the inner/outer modulation effect crosses 
zero from positive to negative [Mathis et al. (2009a)]. These and other considerations 
discussed in section 1-3 motivate our use of the intermediate coordinate, y / y / v 8 / u r = 
y +/\fS+, in this and subsequent sections. I t is im portant, however, to keep in mind 
that the length scale, y /v S /u T, only reflects an average property of the underlying 
distribution of layer widths, W {y+).
Figures 3-2a-c display correlation coefficient maps from the laboratory d a ta  as 
a function of — C/At =  Ax, where U is the local mean velocity. All of the frames 
in this figure employ the same color scale, and, in each case, the vertical field of 
view extends from the closest measured position to y + ~  t)+ , while the horizontal 
scale spans A x+ a  ±<5+ . The horizontal line in each frame denotes the position 
y+ =  2.§y/8+. The profiles of Fig. 3-la are connected to those in Fig. 3-2 since at 
each the Ax+ =  0 correlation values comprise the corresponding inner-normalized 
profile in Fig. 3-la.
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F ig u re  3-2. Color map of the correlation between u z (x+) and v(x+ +  A x +) as 
a function of y +, (a) 5+ =  375, (b) =  970, (c) 5+ =  1,500. The streamwise
separation, A x + , is estimated using Taylor’s hypothesis and the local mean velocity
Comparison of Figs. 3-2a-c reveals characteristic features, and clear Reynolds 
number dependencies. A primary observation is that, independent of Reynolds num­
ber and beginning interior to y+ =  2.6\/£+, there emerges a region of significant 
negative correlation for A x + <  0. The maximum amplitude of this negative corre­
lation decreases with increasing <5+ , but its A x + extent increases. By recognizing, 
however, tha t each frame spans — < A x + <  d+, it becomes apparent that the
outer-normalized streamwise extent of non-zero correlation in layer IV is a  decreasing 
function of <5+. (The scaling of these correlation lengths is explored further below.) 
There is also an emerging region of positive correlation at positive Arc+ th a t increases 
in amplitude and outer-normalized wall-normal extent with increasing Reynolds num­
ber.
The results of Figs. 3-2a-c are similar to those recently presented for channel flow 
at 5+ =  934 [Monty et al. (2011)]/ The correlation maps in the boundary layer 
are not, however, expected to be exactly the same as in channels. To leading order, 
the pressure gradient in the channel balances the TI term  in layer IV, while in the 
boundary layer TI is balanced by MI in layer IV. MI is a  function of y + whose shape 
and amplitude change as <5+ varies, while the pressure gradient in the channel only
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depends on (5+ [Klewicki et al. (2011)]. Features similar to those in the channel include 
the exclusively positive zone of correlation in the region y + < 10 (only accessible in 
the present =  375 results), and at the higher Reynolds numbers, the existence 
of the negative-to-positive zero-crossing along constant y + slices in layer IV. The 
fact that the long-time average is flanked between much larger positive and negative 
peaks (at ± A x + separations) is especially significant relative to the establishment of 
the mean momentum field, and the potential for its modification. As noted by Monty 
et al., [Monty et al. (2011)] this structure indicates th a t significantly different TI 
contributions to (1.7) would be realized through only small variations in the average 
phase relationship between the v and uiz fluctuations.
This, and other related attributes, are exemplified by the individual Ax corre­
lations in Figs. 3-3a-e. These figures show slices through the correlation .maps of 
Figs. 3-2a-c at y + ~  20, y / y jv 8 /u r ~  2.6, and y /8  ~  0.3 for each of the laboratory 
<5+
The profiles of Fig. 3-3a reveal th a t near the bottom of the layer hierarchy each 
of the correlations exhibit the same characteristic shape, but with increasing <5+ the 
value of the correlation at A x+ =  0 shifts upward. It is also apparent th a t these 
correlations do not scale on A x +, as the individual peaks near A x+ =  0 do not align, 
and, with increasing d+ , there is an increasingly longer tail of non-zero correlation 
for positive A x +. (Note that RVUJz ~  0 for larger negative A x + than shown.) Given 
the Reynolds number trend indicated by Figs. 3-2a-c, it is clear th a t the streamwise 
extent of the RVWz correlation adheres to something intermediate to inner and outer 
scaling. This is made apparent by Fig. 3-3b, which shows that when A x  is normalized 
by y jv 8 fu T the peaks at different 8+ exhibit much closer alignment, and the tails of 
these correlations at positive Ax effectively merge. This remarkable finding is likely to 
be an im portant attribute of the inner/outer interaction discussed in the Introduction.
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F ig u re  3-3. Correlation coefficient profiles of ojz{x ) and v(x  +  Ax) a t y + ~  20, 
y / ^ u 5 / u T ~  2.6, and y /S  ~  0.3; (a) y+ ~  20: RvWz versus Ax+ , (b) y + ~  20: R VUz 
versus A x /y /v 5 /u T, (c) y jy /u 5 /u T ~  2.6: RyWz versus A x+, (d) y / y / v 5 / u T ~  2.6: 
RyWz versus Ax /y /u 5 /u r , (e) y /5  ~  0.3: RvUz versus Ax+ , (f) y /5  ~  0.3: R VUz versus 
Ax /^ J v 5 ju T. The streamwise separation, Ax, is estimated using Taylor’s hypothesis 
and the local mean velocity.
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The results for y /5  ~  0.3 in Figs. 3-3e,f exemplify how the R VU)z correlation struc­
ture changes from layer II to layer IV, and thus also provides a useful context for 
interpreting the correlations near the outer edge of layer III shown in Figs. 3-3c,d. 
Unlike the near-wall correlations, those in Fig. 3-3e do not exhibit the strong negative 
excursion for positive A x+ . Instead, they have a shape consistent with the passage 
of isolated spanwise vortices of either sign. Like the near-wall correlations, those at 
y /5  ~  0.3 exhibit a consistent upward trend with increasing c>+ , and when plotted 
versus A x+ the correlation peaks clearly fail to align. Figure 3-3f shows that plot­
ting versus Ax /y /u 5 /u T causes the peaks to align even more convincingly than near 
y+ =  20, and causes the ± A x  tails of the correlation to merge -  especially at the two 
higher 5+ . The region of large correlation is significantly more compact at y /5  ~  0.3, 
and an apparent Reynolds number dependence is exhibited by the emergence of an 
increasing positive peak for positive streamwise separation.
The correlations in Figs. 3-3c,d reveal th a t by the outer edge of layer III (y+ ~  
2.6\/5+) the large (Ax+ > 0) negative peak seen in Fig. 3-3a is no longer present. 
Inspection of the correlations between y+ ~  20 and y+/yf5+ — 2.6 (not shown) reveals 
that, for positive Ax+ the upward peak (positive a t <5+ =  1500) in Fig. 3-3a continues 
to move upward, while the negative peak moves toward zero and shifts to increasing 
A x+ until it effectively becomes the knee in the downward portion of the positive 
peak at positive A x+ shown in Fig. 3-3c. The <5+ =  375 profile, which never develops 
a positive peak for Ax+ > 0, still shows a hint of the negative peak in.Fig. 3-3c. 
This negative peak is no longer prominent in the profiles by about y+ =  40. Note, 
however, th a t at <S+ =  375 y+ =  2.6y/5+ ~  50, and thus unlike the higher d'+ , at 
this Reynolds number the mean dynamics become inertially dominated very close to 
where where this near-wall feature diminishes. As with the correlation of Figs. 3-
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3b and f, normalization of A x  by y /u 8 /u T results in a convincing alignment of the 
correlation peaks.
The scaling behaviors of the correlations in Figs. 3-2a-c are quantitatively ex­
plored by estimating a length scale th a t characterizes the extent of non-zero corre­
lation. Following Monty et al, [Monty et al. (2011)] this characteristic length scale 
is (subjectively) defined as the streamwise distance over which the correlation profile 
at each fixed y+ (e.g., as in Figs. 3-3) exceeds 30% of its maximum amplitude. The 
results from the data  underlying the correlation maps of Figs. 3-2 are shown in Figs. 3- 
4a-d. Calculation of these correlation lengths required long time series. These were 
available from the laboratory data, albeit even the laboratory vwz correlation lengths 
exhibit considerable scatter, see Figs. 3-7a,b below. The signal length requirement, 
however, prevented reliable estimates from the field data.
The results of Fig. 3-4a show the inner-normalized vuiz streamwise correlation 
lengths, I+ (vuz), as a function of y+. Notable profile features include a highly localized 
near-wall maximum that decreases to a minimum with increasing y +, and beyond 
which they exhibit a continuous increase out to y + = 5+. Under this normalization, 
the amplitude of the near-wall maximum is a strongly increasing function of <5+ , but
f
its position appears to be essentially fixed. Beyond the minimum, the laboratory 
profiles of Fig. 3-4a exhibit a weak increase in magnitude with increasing Reynolds 
number, with the two higher <5+ profiles showing good agreement. As with a number 
of statistics, the differences exhibited by the <5+ =  375 da ta  are likely to be a result of 
its being at a Reynolds number th a t is only just barely within the four layer regime.
Fig. 3-4b provides evidence that when lx (vuz) is normalized by yjv&juT and plot­
ted versus y+ the Reynolds number dependence of the near-wall peak is effectively 
removed. Under this normalization, however, the portion of the profiles beyond their 
minimums exhibit a clear decreasing trend with 5+. In this region, the profiles at
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<5+ =  970 and 1500 are nearly parallel, and over a  portion of this outer domain ap­
pear to exhibit an approximately logarithmic variation. The region bounding the 
near-wall peak in Figs.^3-4a,b (between the vertical dashed lines) begins near the 
lower boundary of the Lp hierarchy and extends to y + ~  40. Previous analysis of 
the velocity gradients contributing to the spanwise vorticity fluctuations reveal that 
the correlation coefficient, R§u§v, exhibits a positive peak in this region, but is neg-
d y  d x
ative everywhere else in the boundary layer. A positive value for this correlation 
indicates motions of high strainrate, as opposed to motions more akin to solid-body 
rotation [Klewicki & Falco (1996)]. In addition, recent analysis of the spatial fluxes in 
turbulent channel flow provide evidence indicating that over the region, 6 < y + < 37, 
there is an inverse cascade in which energy is transferred from the small to  larger 
scales [Saikrishnan et al. (2012)]. These findings and observations, along with the 
results in section 3.2.2, collectively identify the peak region in Figs. 3-4a,b as one of 
intense vortex stretching. The near-wall magnitude of lx scales with ^Ju8/ur , and this 
leads one to suspect that the large scale modulation of the near-wall flow may in fact 
dictate the initial scale at which the near-wall vorticity field three-dimensionalizes.
From the theory described in the Introduction, normalizing lx and y  by y ju S /u T 
is expected to cause the profiles to merge (with increasing accuracy as <5+ —> oo) 
over a region starting near the outer edge of layer III, and ending near the upper end 
of the hierarchy, y/8  ~  0.5. This normalization is shown in Fig. 3-4c. The profiles 
from the two higher Reynolds number profiles dem onstrate the expected behavior, 
exhibiting very good agreement starting near y j v 8 / uT =  2.6, and diverging in the 
region beyond y /8  =  0.5. The <f+ = 375 data  appear to merge with the other profiles 
for a small domain beyond the outer edge of layer III, and then clearly diverge near 
y /8  =  0.5 ~  y / ^ /u 8 /u r =  10. The fact th a t the 8+ = 375 data  merges with the others 
a t a point slightly beyond y+/8 + =  2.6 is consistent with the lack of any appreciable
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F ig u re  3-4. Profiles of the characteristic streamwise lengths associated with the vu)z 
correlations of Fig. 3-2. (a) I+ versus y+. (b) versus y+ , (c) 1+/V5+  versus
y +y/5+, (d) l+/\/5+ versus (y+ — 2.6\/5+)/(<5+ — 2.6y/6+).
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scale separation at this Reynolds number. The wavelength data of Fig. 3-16 below 
exhibit similar behavior.
The representation of Fig. 3-4c seeks to  scale the streamwise correlation lengths 
of RyUz by aligning the data  a t the outer edge of layer III (i.e., where the VF term  in
(1.7) loses leading order status), and using geometric mean of the W (y +) distribution 
as the characteristic length. According the theory, this inside-out scaling should only 
hold out to the upper limit of the hierarchy. Alternatively, the theory also suggests an 
outside-in scaling based upon the width of layer IV. This involves plotting lxj  ^ j v 5 /u T 
versus (y + — 2.6\/5+)/ (<5+ — 2.6V^"), which shifts the origin to the outer edge of layer 
III, and normalizes the remaining distance by the thickness of layer IV. Note th a t as 
£+ —> oo, this normalization becomes essentially equivalent to plotting the da ta  versus 
y/5, see Table 1.1. At the low Reynolds numbers of the present study, however, use of 
y /5  noticeably shifts the profiles out of alignment. Fig. 3-4d presents the present data 
under this normalization. Close examination of the <5+ =  970 and 1,500 d a ta  reveals 
this to be the most convincing normalization for layer IV, while the scatter of the 
lowest Reynolds number da ta  reveals no consistent trend. Presenting the da ta  under 
this normalization also provides a clearer indication of the abrupt change th a t occurs 
in this statistic near the position where the VF term  in (1.7) loses leading order. 
In the context of the present theory, the origin of the horizontal axis of Fig. 3-4d 
precisely marks the onset of the “outer” or inertial scaling domain.
The correlation maps of o;z(x+) and u (x + +  Aa;+) are shown for y + <  100 and 
y+ > 50 in Figs. 3-5a-c and d-f, respectively. Owing to their variation with distance 
from the wall and Reynolds number, each frame is assigned a separate color scale. 
The horizontal white lines identify y + = 15 and y /y /u S /u T =  2.6. These bounds 
are very close the full wall-normal range of Fig. 3-5c which extends from y+ > 17 to 
y / \ J v 5 /u T <  2.58. The streamwise extent of each frame is —(5+ <  A x + <  5+ .
F ig u re  3-5. Color map of the correlation between uiz(x+) and u (x + + A x+) as a 
function of y+, Row 1: y+ <  100, (a) <5+ =  375, (b) S+ =  970, (c) <5+ =  1,500. 
Row 2: y + > 50, (d) <5+ =  375, (e) 6+ =  970, (f) =  1,500. The streamwise
separation, Ax+ , is estimated using Taylor’s hypothesis and the local mean velocity. 
The horizontal lines denote y+ — 15 and y j  s jvb / u T =  2.6.
Visual inspection of Figs. 3-5a-c leads one to suspect that, like the RVWz con­
tours, the outer-normalized extent of the R uu,z correlation is a decreasing function of 
Reynolds number. As shown below, however, this turns out not to be the case owing to 
the apparent combined influence of two characteristic scales. A distinctive tra it held 
by all of the near-wall correlations is the alignment of the negative-to-positive zero- 
crossing of the correlation contours with the position of maximum u'+ near y+ =  15. 
This stems from (1.5), and the fact th a t that u2+ is the dominant contributor to q+. 
Similarly, (1.5) indicates that the positive values of RulVz along A x+ =  0 for y + > 15 
are in accord with a decreasing q+(y+) function, i.e., dq+/d y + < 0. For greater 
wall-normal positions, the positive amplitude of R lluJz diminishes along A x+ =  0, and 
especially so with increasing Reynolds number. This reflects the emergence of the 
u,+ plateau region with increasing <5+ . In this region R UUJz is negative for A x+ < 0, 
positive for A x+ > 0, and this demarcation becomes more distinct with increasing 
Reynolds number. Collectively, both the inner and outer frames of Fig. 3-5 indicate 
that the position of minimally positive R rLOJz is located near the outer edge of layer 
III.
The outer contours of Figs. 3-5d-f exhibit features th a t are subtle and complex. 
At <5+ =  375, the zone of positive correlation centered about A x+ =  0 is flanked 
by regions of essentially zero correlation. The A x+ < 0 region of zero correlation is 
significantly more narrow than the one located a t A x+ >  0. For larger negative A x+ 
there exists a significant region of mildly negative correlation. W ith increasing 5+, 
the flanking zones of zero correlation diminish, and there emerges a  more well-defined 
structure of negative correlation for A x + < 0 and positive correlation for A x+ > 0. As 
y+ —>• <5+ the values of Ruu>z in the vicinity of A x+ =  0 become increasingly positive. 
This is consistent with the rapid decrease in q+{y+) as the freestream is approached.
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The outer region correlation maps at the two higher <5+ provide evidence of a  cell-like 
structure th a t withstands time averaging.
Similar to Figs. 3-3a-f, the rows of Fig. 3-6 display the individual R uulz(Ax)  profiles 
a t y + ~  20, y /yJu S /u T ~  2.6, and y /8  ~  0.3. The correlations plotted versus A x + 
(not shown) reveal th a t both the peaks near Ax =  0 and the tails of the correlations 
are predominantly characterized by scales larger than the viscous length. Figures 3- 
6a-f respectively plot RtuJz versus A x /^ J v 8 /u r and A x / 8 a t each wall-normal location.
The correlations of Figs. 3-6a,b are characterized by an abrupt zero-crossing near 
Ax =  0. In this regard, note th a t the value of R uujz a t A x  =  0 is very close to 
zero as y+ =  20 is just beyond the near-wall peak in q+. The 5+ =  375 profile 
exhibits the largest negative peak, and the d+ =  970 profile contains the largest 
positive peak. The =  970 and 1,500 profiles exhibit much closer agreement, 
with their negative peaks showing nearly identical shape and amplitude, and their 
positive peaks showing similar shape but slightly different amplitude. The positive 
and negative peaks in these profiles exhibit good alignment under the normalization 
of Fig. 3-6a, but, as quantified in Fig. 3-7b below, the overall characteristic length of 
RmJz in this part of the flow appears to best scale with S. While the relatively slowly 
varying behavior of the u'+ profile tends to support the view that near-wall structure 
is largely an autonomous function of inner scaling, the results of Figs. 3-6a,b reveal 
th a t the near-wall correlations contributing to dq+ / d y + undergo significant changes 
with 5+.
The <5+ =  375 profile at y /y /u S /u T ~  2.6 in Fig. 3-6c exhibits a dram atic variation 
from its shape at y + ~  20. At this location the large negative peak at slightly 
negative Ax has now disappeared, and the correlation profile is characterized by a 
single dominant positive peak at slightly positive Ax. On the other hand, the two 
higher 6+ profiles continue to have qualitative similarities with those at y + = 2 0 . One
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noticeable difference is th a t for Ax /y J u S /u T < 0 the two lower S+ profiles now show 
close agreement, with the 5+ =  1, 500 correlation exhibiting a similar shape but larger 
negative values for A x j  yJvS/ur < 0. The profile peaks a t negative A x  exhibit good 
alignment under the normalization of Fig. 3-6c. For positive Ax, however, the positive 
peaks do not align when Ax is normalized by y jv S /u T, and even the normalization 
by 5 in Fig. 3-6d is not sufficient to cause these peaks to align. The correlation 
structure for negative Ax in this figure appears to scale reasonably with 6, but for 
positive Ax the low Reynolds number profile rapidly crosses over to negative values, 
while the two higher profiles exhibit a more gradual decrease to zero. Overall, 
the structure emerging with increasing <5+ is characterized by a significant zone of 
negative correlation for A x / 6 < 0, an abrupt transition through zero near A x /S  =  0, 
followed by an extended zone of positive correlation for A x /S  < 0, also see Figs. 3-5.
The results a t y/S  ~  0.3 are shown in Figs. 3-6e,f. Outward from layer III the 
negative (Ax < 0) peak in R UCJz seems to reasonably adhere to outer scaling, while 
the positive (Ax > 0) peak moves to increasing A x /S  with increasing S. Overall, this 
seems to indicate that, at least at these low Reynolds numbers, there are im portant 
physics that increase in size at a faster rate than does the largest characteristic length 
scale. As with the results at y + j\/~S+ ~  2.6, the 5+ =  375 correlation exhibits a 
distinctly different shape, and this is consistent with the rapid evolution of the outer 
region flow at low Reynolds numbers. Close examination of the d+ =  1,500 profile 
of Fig. 3-6e shows an interesting jog in the profile near Ax =  0, and subtle evidence 
of this is also observed in the <S+ =  1,500 profile of Fig. 3-6c. This may reflect the 
emergence of an internal structure to these correlations with increasing d+ .
Characteristic lengths associated with the R UUz correlations of Figs. 3-5 are shown 
in Figs. 3-7a,b. From these it is apparent th a t the lx(vwz) profiles exhibit significantly 
more scatter than do those for lx(vuz) in Fig. 3-4. This results from the fact that
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F ig u re  3-6. Correlation coefficient profiles of u>z(x) and u(x  +  A x )  a t y+ ~  20, 
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F ig u re  3-7. Profiles of the characteristic streamwise lengths associated with the u u z 
correlations of Fig. 3-5. (a) versus y +, (b) lx/5  versus y +.
these correlations extend over a much larger streamwise distances. Even with this 
additional uncertainty, it is clear from the 1+ versus y+ profiles of Fig. 3-7a th a t the 
correlation lengths undergo dram atic variations over the given 5+ range. Near the 
wall, the trends in these profiles suggest th a t they may merge to follow inner scaling 
in the region interior to the peak in u,+. Outward from y + ~  17, however, the data 
follow increasingly steeper upward trends with increasing h+ , and give some indication 
tha t upon passing into layer IV (beyond y+j ~  2.6) they level-off. The profiles of 
Fig. 3-7b show the notable result th a t from y+ ~  15 to y + ~  40 the R Wx,z correlation 
lengths merge onto a single profile when normalized by the outer length scale, 5, and 
plotted versus y+. This provides a rather unambiguous indication th a t outer region 
motions influence the behavior of the near-wall turbulence kinetic energy gradient by 
dictating the length scales of the relevant interactions. It is also clear from Fig. 3-7b 
that beyond y + cz 40 the profile increase at distinctly different rates, and th a t these 
rates out-pace the growth of <5.
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3.2  S p e c tr a l B eh a v io rs
Estimates of the u , v and u z spectra were determined using the methods described 
in section 2.2. In this section these spectra are analyzed to investigate the scale 
selection and scale separation phenomena discussed in section 1.4.
3.2.1 Scale Selection
Scale selection is investigated by documenting the behaviors of the velocity vor- 
ticity cospectra relative to their contributing velocity and vorticity spectra, and as 
a function of Reynolds number and distance from the wall. The spectra herein are 
plotted versus streamwise wavelength and are presented in pre-multipled form. The 
cospectrum is normalized such that its integral is the correlation coefficient. The 
peaks in the individual velocity and vorticity spectra move apart with increasing 
Reynolds number, and as a result, detection of whether the associated cospectrum 
is tracking one or the other spectra is most easily detected under the condition 
of appreciable scale separation. For this reason, variations with wall-normal posi­
tion are documented at the highest laboratory Reynolds number, 8+ =  1,500, and 
Reynolds number variations are investigated by comparing these with the field results 
at 5+ ~  8.9 x 105.
Figures 3-8a-d show the spectra of v and coz and their cospectra at y + = 24.8, 
y /y /u 8 fu T = 1.23, y /y /u d /u T =  3.21, and y /8  = 0.83, respectively. At the near-wall 
position, the cospectrum exhibits at characteristic shape th a t features a positive peak 
at small wavelengths and a negative peak at larger wavelengths. At this position, the 
v and ojz spectra are nearly identical, and thus one is unable to surmise whether 
either of the cospectral peaks can be attributed  primarily to v or u j z . W ith increasing 
distance from the wall, however, the characteristic wavelengths v  and ojz separate. By 
y/8  = 0.83 (Fig. 3-8d), the peak in 4/+ is a t a wavelength tha t is about 5 times larger 
than the peak in 4 /^ . As evidenced by the relatively invariant position of the ujz
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spectrum, this separation primarily occurs owing to the v spectrum shifting to larger 
scales. By y /y /u 5 /u T =  1.23 (y+ = 47.6, a t this <5+) there is no longer a positive 
peak in the cospectrum, and the negative peak has attenuated. From the totality 
the laboratory data, it is observed th a t across layer III (1.6 < y / ^ /u 5 /u T < 2 .6 )  the 
positive peak never re-emerges, and the negative peak further attenuates. Into layer 
IV, however, a distinctive negative peak becomes apparent. As shown in Fig. 3-8c, the 
cospectrum at y / \J v b  ju r =  3.21 is a nearly perfect mirror image of the v spectrum, 
indicating th a t the contributions to the TI term  in (1.7) from voJ apparently arise 
owing to a scale selection with the v velocity. This v dominated scale selection persists 
to positions near the outer edge of the boundary layer, Fig. 3-8d.
Figures 3-9a,b respectively show the v  and ojz spectra and cospectra near y j  yjub j u T = 
1.36 and 4.08 at 5+ ~  8.9 x 105. The data  of Fig. 3-9a reveal th a t there is consid­
erable scale separation by y / y / v 5 /u T — 1.36, and th a t the small positive peak in 
the cospectruni results from a scale selection with the peak in Similar to the
<5+ =  1,500 results, there exists a low level negative portion to the cospectrum at 
this location. At y /y /u S /u T = 4.08, the scale separation between the peaks in the 
v and u>z spectra is about 1.5 decades in wavelength, and the positive peak at small 
wavelengths is essentially non-existent. Similar to the low results, the onset of 
layer IV is accompanied by a clear scale selection between the cospectrum and the 
spectrum of v.
The spectra and cospectra affiliated with u and ujz a t <5+ =  1,500 are shown in 
Figs. 3-10a-d. Distinct from the 4/^, the peak in 'k j  exhibits about 1/2 decade of 
scale separation from the peak in a t y+ = 24.8 (Fig. 3-10a). At this position, the 
cospectrum displays two distinctive peaks (negative at small wavelengths and positive 
at large wavelengths), suggesting simultaneous scale selections affiliated with and 
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F ig u re  3-8. Pre-multiplied spectra of v and ujz and their cospectra versus inner 
normalized wavelength at — 1,500, (a) y+ =  24.8, (b) y j^ J v 5 ju r = 1.23, (c) 

















F ig u re  3-9. Pre-multiplied spectra of v and u z and th eir cospectra versus inner 
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F ig u re  3-10. Pre-multiplied spectra of u  and ujz and their cospectra versus inner 
normalized wavelength a t =  1,500, (a) y+ = 24.8, (b) y /y J v 8 /u T =  1.23, (c) 
-  3.21, (d) y /S  =  0.83.
that at y+ — 24.8, dq+/dy+  is strongly negative. Consistent with the plateau region 
in , the cospectra in Figs. 3-10b,c (at positions bounding layer III) exhibit nearly 
zero values. From near the wall to a position just outside of layer III, the weight in 
the u spectrum continually shifts to larger wavelengths, exhibiting something close 
to a horizontal plateau in Fig. 3-10c. In the outer part of the layer, where dq+/dy+ 
becomes strongly negative again, clear scale selections are re-established.
The u  and u z spectra and cospectra at <5+ ~  8.9 x 105 are shown in Figs. 3-lla ,b . 
At y f  y /v  51 Ur =  0.64 the wavelengths corresponding to the peaks in the u and ujz 
spectra are different by a factor greater than 1,000. Like the lower Reynolds number
44
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Figure 3-11. Pre-multiplied spectra of u  and ujz and th eir cospectra versus inner 
normalized wavelength a t 5+ ~  8.9 x 105, (a) y /y /u d fu T =  0.64, (b) y j^ J v 8 /u T — 
4.08.
cospectrum in the lower part of layer II, th a t in Fig. 3-11a exhibits a  negative scale 
selection with the peak in 41+ a t small wavelength, and a  positive peak th a t occurs 
near to, but less than, the peak in 4r+. These peaks appear to be separated by about 
three decades in wavelength. It is evident, however, th a t the u spectrum is truncated, 
and thus these data  have poor spectral resolution at large wavelengths. Into layer IV 
(y /x /v 5 /u T =  4.08, Fig. 3 -llb ), the cospectrum exhibits a single positive peak, and 
an overall shape indicating a strong correspondence with V&+. The results of Figs. 3- 
11a,b suggest th a t the scale separation between T+2 and 4>+ gets slightly smaller in 
moving from y /y /v S /u T =  0.64 to y / ^ u S / u r = 4.08. As shown below, however, 
there is considerable scatter in the measured positions of the peaks of the u spectra, 
and thus the example results of Figs. 3 -lla ,b  should be taken to be more qualitative 
than quantitative.
3.2.2 Scale Separation
Consistent with the depiction of Fig. 1-4, the figures of section 3.2.1 above indicate 
that the separation between the peaks in the streamwise wavelength spectra of velocity
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and vorticity depends on Reynolds number and distance from the wall. This section 
further explores these behaviors by measuring the peak wavelengths of \ku, and 
(denoted Xu, Xv, and XUz, respectively), and by subsequently quantifying the net 
scale separation via the ratio of these wavelengths.
Figure 3-12 plots the inner-normalized streamwise wavelengths corresponding to 
the peak values of as a function of wall-normal distance and <5+ . The 8+ =  375 
data in Fig. 3-12a indicate th a t at y + =  5 A+ ~  300. The A+ values increase with 
increasing y+. The data  suggest th a t across a near-wall region the profiles at different 
<5+ merge when plotted versus y+, and with increasing 8+ they peel-off and plateau at 
increasingly larger values. The 5+ =  970 and 1, 500 profiles exhibit features th a t are 
alike, and together are somewhat different from the profile at 5+ =  375, which is only 
at the onset of the four layer regime. The 8+ ~  8.9 x 105 data are at considerably 
higher magnitude, and exhibit a large scatter. As discussed relative to the spectra 
shown in section 3.2.1, this scatter arises owing the small ensemble size and poor 
spectral resolution at the large wavelengths characteristic of the peaks in 'l'u. Overall, 
the much larger values and apparent increasing trend are qualitatively consistent with 
the profile behaviors at smaller <S+.
The position at which the profiles level-off in Fig. 3-12a exhibits an apparent S+ 
dependence. To explore this, the data  are re-plotted versus y+ /y/8+ in Fig. 3-12b. 
Under this normalization the low <5+ profiles nominally level-off at y+ / \/5 +  ~  3, which 
is close to the outer edge of layer III in Fig. 1-1. It is also evident tha t the profiles 
remain distinct near the wall, while in Fig. 3-12a they apparently merge near the wall. 
The cluster of data at 5+ ~  8.9 x 105 is, once again, qualitatively consistent with the 
low <5+ trends, but given their scatter not much more can be reliably concluded. 
Under this normalization it is clear, however, th a t only a small fraction of these data 
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F ig u re  3-12. Wall-normal profiles of the inner-normalized wavelengths at which 
peaks; (a) versus y+, (b) versus y+/\/S+. Symbols same as in Fig. 2-1.
The inner-normalized wavelengths of Figs. 3-12a,b increase with increasing 5+ . To 
explore this further, Fig. 3-13 plots the plateau values of AU/S  versus <5+. The plateau 
values are indicated by the horizontal lines on Fig. 3-12b. The high d+ value is 
estimated from the average of the ensemble of measurements for which y/V5+  >  2 in 
Fig. 3-12b. The error bar on the present high Reynolds number d a ta  point represents 
the full data  scatter of this ensemble. Fig. 3-13 also plots the values of \ u/5 + a t the 
position of the outer spectral peak estim ated from other recently published laboratory 
studies and other measurements a t the SLTEST site [Mathis et al. (2009a), Metzger 
et al. (2007)]. The data  of Fig. 3-13 indicate th a t Au/8  is smaller at low Reynolds 
numbers. This finding is qualitatively consistent with earlier observations [Hutchins & 
Marusic (2007)]. The trend of the present low 8+ data  causes these data  to  nominally 
merge with the other measurements on the plot. Overall, Fig. 3-13 indicates that AU/S  
attains a  value of about 6 by 5+ ~  7,000, but then apparently decreases to a value 
closer to 3 at higher 5+. There is, however, significant uncertainty in the measurement 
of the wavelength at which is a maximum. As noted previously, the present 
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F ig u re  3-13. Au/5  values from Fig. 3-12 where the profiles level-off (horizontal lines): 
present data, ■; Mathis et a l ,  [Mathis et al. (2009a)] • ;  Metzger et al., [Metzger et 
al. (2007)] ♦. Error bar on the high Reynolds number d a ta  point represents the full 
data scatter of the underlying ensemble.
of measurements beyond layer III and, more importantly, the diminished spectral 
resolution of these measurements at large wavelengths. In this regard, it is perhaps 
relevant to note that the recent analysis of data  from the SLTEST site by Guala et 
al. [Guala et al. (20li)] places the plateau value at Au/8  ~  1.2.
Figure 3-14a plots A+ profiles versus y +. Comparison of these profiles with those in 
Fig. 3-12a reveals tha t A+ behaves differently (both qualitatively and quantitatively) 
than A+. In this plot, each of the low 6+ profiles exhibit a near wall peak th a t moves 
outward in y+ units with increasing <5+. Similarly, each profile attains a minimum 
value farther from the wall that also moves outward when measured in y + units. 
Beyond this minimum, all of the low 5+ profiles exhibit a monotonic (~  power law) 
increase out to the edge of the boundary layer. The spectral resolution of „ a t high 
S+ is much better than for and although more limited, the high Reynolds number 
A,| data also convincingly display this monotonic trend. These d a ta  are, however, 
shifted significantly upward. This upward shift is shown below to be consistent with 
the small but discernible increase in the low Reynolds number profiles with increasing 
£+. A power law fit of the high Reynolds number data is included on Fig. 3-14a.
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The low Reynolds number profiles of Fig. 3-14a exhibit the remarkable attribute 
tha t at y = 6 the average streamwise wavelength of the v(t) motions is equal to <5, 
i.e., in Fig. 3-14a A+ =  A+ a t y + =  5+ . To explore whether this holds at higher 
Reynolds numbers, the curve-fit of Fig. 3-14a was extrapolated to y+ = 5+ = 8.9 x 
105. The validity of this extrapolation requires that the monotonic power law-like 
increase persists in layer IV over the given <5+ range. As indicated in Fig. 3-14b, this 
extrapolated value exhibits close agreement with the low A'+ trend. Overall, the data  
of Fig. 3-14b are well-approximated by A„(<5) ~  5.
Figures 3-15a,b explore Reynolds number dependencies relative to the layer struc­
ture of Fig. 1-1. Under the y j  y /u 5 /u T =  y +/V5+  wall-normal coordinate the near­
wall peaks in the profiles of Fig. 3-14a nominally occur at fixed normalized position 
in Fig. 3-15a. Conversely, the minimum values in the profiles now move slightly in­
ward under this normalization. This behavior is similar to that exhibited by the v u z 
correlation lengths of Figs. 3-4a-d. In connection with this, the onset of the mono­
tonic power law-like dependence appears to occur at decreasingly smaller values of 
y / ^ u S / u T with increasing <5+ , and, in particular, moves inward of the outer edge of 
layer III (vertical dashed line).
For y+/\fS+  >  2.6, the profiles of Fig. 3-15a exhibit a clear Reynolds number 
dependence. Applying the same procedure used to generate the da ta  plotted in Fig. 3- 
13 yields Fig. 3-15b, which quantifies <5+ dependence along the outer edge of layer III. 
As indicated by the curve-fit, these d a ta  exhibit a dependence close to y/5+.
Taken together, Figs. 3-14 and 3-15 indicate th a t in layer IV A+ exhibits a power- 
law dependence on y+. The starting value for A+ on this domain is Reynolds number 
dependent (about equal to 8.8\/5+), while the outer-normalized ending value is given 
by Av/6  ~  1 independent of Reynolds number. Thus, the end points of the domain 
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F ig u re  3-14. Inner-normalized wavelengths at which attains its maximal values, 
(a) profile versus y +, X+(y+) =  13.57(y+)0-81 — . Symbols same as in Fig. 2-1. (b) 
evaluated at y = <5, low S+ measurements, ■; high S+ value estimated via extrapola­
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F ig u re  3-15. Inner-normalized wavelengths at which attains its maximal values, 
(a) profile versus y +/y/5+. Symbols same as in Fig. 2-1. (b) evaluated at y + /V5+  =
2.6 and plotted versus <5+ , ■; Xv =  8.77(5+)0'48 — . Error bar on the high Reynolds 




F ig u re  3-16. Wavelengths at which attains its maximal values normalized by 
yju5 jur and plotted versus y /y J v S /u T, X ^ /V S *  =  4.22(y+/ y/6+)056 — . Symbols 
same as in Fig. 2-1.
reveals th a t this is precisely the d+ dependence exhibited by the width of layer IV. 
These behaviors are depicted graphically in Fig. 3-16, by plotting \+/y/8+  versus 
y +/ \f&+. As can be seen, the data  in this plot apparently fall on a  single line for 
y+ / %/5+ > 2.6. Note also that with increasing 5+ the laboratory da ta  peel away from 
this line a t decreasing y+/V5+  values, and consistent with the decreasing position of 
the minimum values in Fig. 3-15a, the da ta  appear to track a power law to positions 
interior to y+/y/5+ — 2.6 as <5+ increases. (Recall that Fig. 3-14a reveals th a t these 
minima move outward under inner normalization.) As anticipated from the profiles 
in Fig. 3-15a, the curve-fit of the data in this figure approximately adheres to a 
square root dependence on the intermediate coordinate. For y+f \ //S+ > 1, the high 
Reynolds number measurements coincide with the low Reynolds number data. For 
y+/v /<5+ <  1, these data  fall below the power law line. This feature is distinct from 
the low data. Overall, the data  of Fig. 3-16 exhibit the same scaling behavior 
as the correlation lengths in Fig. 3-4c. Together, these results suggest th a t the v 
motions dictate vUTz in layer IV, which is also consistent with the scale selection data 
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F ig u re  3-17. Wall-normal profiles of the inner-normalized wavelengths at which \FW2 
attains its maximal values; (a) versus y+, (b) versus y + j . Symbols same as in 
Fig. 2-1.
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F ig u re  3-18. Wavelengths at which attains its maximal values normalized by 
a /v5 jur and plotted versus y / y / v S /u T. Curve-fits of the high an low <5+ data  have 
slopes of 0.166 and 0.194 respectively. Symbols same as in Fig. 2-1.
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Results pertaining to the wavelengths of the streamwise spectra of the spanwise 
vorticity fluctuations are shown in Figs. 3-17 and 3-18. Features of the profiles in 
Figs. 3-17a,b are similar to those observed for A+. The A+2 profiles increase with 
increasing Reynolds number, and exhibit a  near-wall maximum. Outward from there 
they decrease to a minimum. Like the A+, under inner-normalization (Fig. 3-17a) both 
the near-wall peaks and the minima move outward with increasing <5+, and when y 
is normalized by y /v 8 /u T (Fig. 3-17b) the near-wall peaks appear to align, while the 
minima move inward. These results are in accord with the findings of Fig. 3-4b. For y 
locations greater than the positions of the minima the profiles increase monotonically 
out to y = 5. The rate of this increase, however, is significantly smaller than exhibited 
by the A+ profiles.
Figure 3-16 provides evidence tha t, for a  sub-domain extending from near the 
position of the interior minimum outward to  y = <5, normalization by \Ju8 j u r causes 
the profiles of A+ at different <5+ to fall on a single curve. This and other features 
are explored relative to XWz in Fig. 3-18. As clearly indicated, the \/8+ normalization 
over-compensates for the increase in \+z shown in Fig. 3-17b, and, in fact, this rate 
of increase is slower than (<f+)x/4. The data  of Fig. 3-18 also provide clear evidence 
th a t the minimum in X0Jz moves from near y + =  4 a t 5+ =  375 to a little more 
than y+/\/8+  =  1 at ~  8.9 x 105. This is similar to the behavior exhibited by A„. 
This position of minimum wavelength may have connection to the results from recent 
analyses of axial velocity measurements derived from a vertical rake of hotwires a t the 
SLTEST site. Namely, Guala et al. [Guala et al. (2011)] concluded th a t the portion of 
the flow modulated in the manner described by Mathis et al. [Mathis et al. (2009a)] 
predominantly resides below y+ ~  1000, which corresponds to y +/y/&+ ~  1.06 in 
the present flow. It is similarly worth noting that their results also indicate th a t the 
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F ig u re  3-19. Profiles of the Xu/X LJz ratios. .(a) versus y+, (b) versus y+/y/5+. 
Symbols same as in Fig. 2-1.
is in close agreement with the correlation length scaling results of Figs. 3-4 and 3-7 
herein. The data in Fig. 3-18 also provide evidence that AWz exhibits something close 
to a weak power law increase with y  in layer IV.
The previous figures in this section document the individual behaviors of Au, A„, 
and A^. This facilitates an understanding of how the streamwise scales of the mo­
tions respectively affiliated with the u, v  and u>z fluctuations vary across the boundary
layer, while normalizations using u /u T, 5, and > /u5/uT allow these wavelengths and 
their variations to be assessed relative to the minimum, maximum, and mean scales 
of the Lp hierarchy layer width distribution, W (y +). Per the Introductory discus­
sion, however, the intrinsic scale separations between the relevant components of the 
overall motion at a point are more aptly quantified by the ratios Xu/ XWz and Xv/ XWz.
Figures 3-19a,b present Xu/ v e r s u s  y + and y + / respectively. Overall, these 
data reveal significant and clarifying features that are not as readily discerned from 
either Figs. 3-12 or 3-17. The d a ta  of Fig. 3-19a provide a clear indication th a t the 
three low <5+ profiles merge under inner normalization for y + <  30. This figure also 
shows th a t as the wall is approached Xu/Xu)z approaches unity. (Note th a t the no­
slip boundary condition enforces an exact correspondence between the u(t) and u>z(t)
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signals as y  —> 0, see discussion pertaining to Fig. 3-lb.) Outside of the region of 
where the profiles merge, each profile shows an increase. This is distinct from the 
data  of Fig. 3-12, as the 5+ =  375 profile of A+ remains nearly constant. The ratio 
of Figs. 3-19a,b increases in this region owing to the more dramatically decreasing 
values of XWz. In either case, the results of Figs. 3-12 or 3-19 reveal th a t a t the onset 
of the four layer regime (<5+ ~  360) there is very little scale separation between the 
motions in layers II and IV.
W ith increasing Reynolds number, however, the scale separation between the mo­
tions characteristic of u  and u z increases with distance from the wall, and then levels- 
off. The data  of Fig. 3-19b show this more distinctly than do the da ta  of Fig. 3-12b. 
Namely, the values in the plateau region exhibit less variation, and, at each of the 
laboratory Reynolds numbers, this plateau convincingly begins at the onset of layer 
IV. Furthermore, the estimated values of Xu/Xulz a t y+/ =  2.6 apparently exhibit 
a more well-defined Reynolds number trend, although the scatter of 5+ ~  8.9 x 105 
data remains large. The data of Fig. 3-20 indicates that in layer IV the scale separa­
tion between the streamwise wavelengths of u  and u z increases in proportion to <5+. 
Note, however, th a t the remarkable alignment exhibited by the high <5+ data  point 
with the low 8+ trend is believed to be at least partly fortuitous. This is because the 
average value represented in Fig. 3-20 derives from an ensemble with a  couple of very 
large values, see Fig. 3-19a,b.
The profiles of Xv/ XWz versus y + and y +/\/8+  are respectively shown in Figs. 3- 
21a,b. For a region near the. wall, the low <5+ data  are nearly constant and only 
slightly greater than 1.0. This is distinct from the behavior of Au/AWz, where val­
ues approaching 1.0 are only found near layer I. Beyond this region, the low <5+ 
profiles show reasonable agreement and exhibit an approximate power law increase 
with a slope of about 0.4. Somewhat remarkably, even at <5+ =  1,500 the motions
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F ig u re  3-20. Xu/X^z values evaluated a t y +/\/S+ = 2.6 (vertical line in Fig. 3-19b). 
Curve-fit given by Xu/Xulz =  0.02(<5+)a98 ~  5+/60. Error bar on the high Reynolds 
number data  point represents the full da ta  scatter of the underlying ensemble.
attributable to the peak in are at most only about 6 times larger than  those a t­
tributable to the peak in . The high Reynolds number data in Fig. 3-21a appear to 
overlap with those at low Reynolds number, but have a considerably different slope.
As might be anticipated from the individual behaviors of A+ and A^ (Figs. 3- 
15 and 3-17), the y+/\f5+  coordinate employed in Fig. 3-21b results in a convincing 
alignment of the knee of the low Reynolds number profiles. This change in slope occurs 
near y+ )V8+ = 1. The high Reynolds number data  are distinctly above the low <5+ 
profiles, but are trending toward 1.0 as y +/y/6+ —> 0. (Note th a t at <5+ ~  8.9 x 105, 
y+ = 10 corresponds to y+/\/5 +  — 0.01.) Given the reasonably well-behaved scaling 
behaviors exhibited by the A+ profiles under this normalization, we surmise th a t the 
distinctly different profiles at high and low Reynolds numbers occur owing to the 
somewhat perplexing Reynolds number variations in XUz. That is, from Figs. 3-18 
and 3-21b it is rational to speculate th a t over some relatively small Reynolds number 
range between 1,500 < <5+ <  8.9 x 105 there is a rapid change in the relationship 
between the v and l»jz motions.
For completeness, the ratios of Xu/ Xv are presented in Figs. 3-22a,b. Consistent 
with the combination of effects indicated in Figs..3-12a and 3-14a, these profiles
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F ig u re  3-21. Profiles of the \ v/ XUJz ratios, (a) versus y+, (b) versus y+/y/d+. 
Symbols same as in Fig. 2-1.
show an increasingly distinct peak a t y j ^ u d / u T = 2.6. On each side of this peak 
the profiles decrease to minimum values near y+ =  0 and y /5  =  1. The power 
law fit of the peak values from the laboratory d a ta  shown in Fig. 3-22b exhibits a 
dependence slightly less than directly proportional to 5+ . As can be seen, however, 
the 5+ ~  8.9 x 105 are highly scattered and exhibit a mean value much less than 
predicted by the low 5+ fit. Once again, much of this discrepancy can be attributed 
to the poor resolution of the large wavelengths of the u  spectrum. On the other hand, 
if the trends indicated by the laboratory da ta  persist for all higher A+ , then the peak 
of the profiles of Fig. 3-22a would not asymptote as 5+ —»■ oo, while the end points 
would remain 0(1). This is rationally questionable on physical grounds, and thus 
higher data th a t accurately captures the large wavelengths is required to clarify 
this issue. The data  of Fig. 3-22a do, however, clearly indicate th a t the maximum 














F ig u re  3-22. Profiles of the ratio Au/A„, (a) versus y+/ v /5+, (b) values a t y +/\/S+  ~
2.6 versus <5+. F it of the low <5+ data is given by Au/A„ =  0.014(5+)0,94. Symbols same 
as in Fig. 2-1.
C H A P T E R  4  
C O N C L U S IO N S  A N D  D IS C U S S IO N
Physical interpretations of the present data  were provided in the discussions of 
the individual results. Thus, in this section we summarize the prim ary conclusions, 
and briefly discuss some of their broader implications.
The theoretical framework described at the outset proved useful in characterizing 
the present data trends. The high Reynolds number data  in Fig. 2-1 provide evidence 
that the outer peak in u'+ occurs where the VF term  loses dominant status in (1.7). 
The characteristic lengths affiliated with R vulz are shown to adhere to the theoretical 
expectations in Figs. 3-4c,d. Similarly, the data  of Figs. 3-15 show th a t A„ scales like 
> /F  at the onset of layer IV, while the evidence in Fig. 3-16 suggests th a t outward 
from there A„ follows the theoretically determined scaling for layer IV. (In connection 
with this, evidence was provided indicating that A„(<5) ~  8 independent of <5+, Fig. 3- 
14b.) The inner-normalized streamwise wavelengths corresponding to the peaks in the 
u spectra plateau at a fixed value near the outer edge of layer III (Fig. 3-12b). This 
correspondence becomes much more apparent when the intrinsic scale separation, as 
quantified by Au/AWj, is plotted versus y j  yJvd/uT (Fig. 3-19b). At the outer edge of 
layer III, and thus across layer IV, the magnitude of this ratio appears to increase 
in proportion to (Fig. 3-20). This is in accord with layer IV scaling. The low 
<S+ profiles of A„/AUz exhibit nearly perfect alignment when plotted versus y j  y /v 8 /u T 




Scale separation occurs as a function of both wall-normal position and Reynolds 
number. Overall, the present results support the existence of two types of scale 
separation between the velocity and vorticity spectra. Near the wall, there is a  region 
where the XUt decreases in scale, and especially so when compared to Xu. At all 
but the lowest <5+, this region is confined to within layer II. The scale separation 
in this region is affiliated with the spatial confinement of the vorticity field and is 
attributed to vortex stretching, especially in the region between the onset of the 
Lp hierarchy (y+ ~  7) and y + = 40. As mentioned previously, this region contains 
highly straining motions in the x, y plane, and is marked by an inverse energy cascade 
[Klewicki & Falco (1996),Saikrishnan et al. (2012)]. The latter of these is likely to  be 
associated with the spatial organization of the near-wall vorticity field by larger scale 
outer region motions. Starting near layer III, XWz increases in scale, but much more 
slowly than Xv. The scale separation from this point outward is affiliated with the 
spatial dispersion of the narrow regions of high vorticity over the layer IV domain. 
Physical evidence of this process was first given by the measurements of M einhart and 
Adrian [Meinhart & Adrian (1995)] which show th a t the outer region of the boundary 
layer is characterized by zones of nearly uniform momentum th a t are segregated by 
narrow vortical fissures. Priyadarshana et al. [Priyadarshana et al. (2007)] provide 
an interpretation of how such motions can lead to the scale selection phenomena 
observed in the vu z cospectrum.
At low Reynolds numbers near the wall, scale selections associated with the posi­
tive and negative peaks in the vu z cospectrum are difficult to discern, since the peaks 
in and nearly coincide (Fig. 3-8). For the high data, the scale separation 
is large, and the near-wall data  in this case provide evidence of scale selections with 
the peaks in both it,, and 4 /^  (Fig. 3-9). W ith increasing distance from the wall, 
both the high and low Reynolds number d a ta  indicate the existence of a  strong scale
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selection with vlv This shift to a  velocity dominated scale selection in layer IV is 
consistent with the correlation length scaling of Fig. 3-4d, and the A„ scaling shown 
in Fig. 3-16. The data of Figs. 3-10 and 3-11 consistently indicate th a t regions of 
negative dq+ / d y + correlate with a negative peak in the u u j z cospectrum near the 
peak in 4 /^  and a positive cospectrum peak near the peak in 4'u.
The correlation length scale analyses depicted in Figs. 3-4 and 3-7 reveal im portant 
results regarding the influences on the near-wall flow caused by motions larger than 
0 { y /u T). The results of Fig. 3-4b provide evidence that the over the domain 7 < y+ < 
40 the magnitudes of the RVWz correlation lengths scale with y /v8 /u T. Examination 
of the underlying correlations further reveal th a t normalization of A x  by y /v 8 /u T 
aligns both the major peaks and tails of Rvulz a t essentially all measured y + locations. 
Regarding these observations, the results from the present high Reynolds number 
data provide evidence that for some <5+ > 1500 a change occurs in the relationship 
between the motions bearing v and those bearing u z . It is speculated that this 
may have connection to a mixing transition, in which the organized vortical motions 
abruptly develop a more complex and interm ittent internal structure at sufficiently 
high <5+ [Dimotakis (2000),McKeon & Morrison (2004)]. Other comparisons of fine 
scale structure between laboratory and field data  provide similar evidence [Metzger 
(2006)].
The results of Fig. 3-7b show th a t in the region y + < 40 the R UUz correlation 
lengths scale on 8 when plotted versus y+, but beyond this region increase a t a  rate 
that out-paces the growth of 8 -  at least over the range 375 < 5+ < 1500. In this 
near-wall region, the individual correlations show evidence of being characterized by 
two predominant length scales. The m ajor peaks in the RUUJz a t small A x  appear 
to scale on ^ /u S /u T, while the tails of the correlations appear to best scale with 8. 
Farther away from the wall, there is more tentative evidence th a t the peaks near
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Ax =  0 scale with 5. The tails of the correlations for y+ > 40 out-pace the growth 
rate of S.
The correlation length scale analyses provide rather clear evidence th a t a primary 
element of the inner-outer interaction is that motions greater than 0 { u /u T) strongly 
influence the spatial organization of the vorticity field in the region y + <  40. For the 
motions associated with the TI term  in (1.7) the characteristic scale of the pertur­
bation is 0 ( ^ v 5 / u T). For the motions associated with dq+/d y + the characteristic 
scale of the perturbation is 0(6).  These observations are likely to  have direct connec­
tions with the modulation phenomena recently revealed by Mathis et al, [Mathis et 
al. (2009a)] as well as the previous and recent evidences that large scale streamwise 
accelerations have a deterministic influence on the processes associated with near-wall 
vorticity transport [Hutchins et al. (2011), Wei & W illmarth (1989),Klewicki (1997)].
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